TO:  R. S. Stevens  
FROM:  C. O. Godfrey  

Hannibal, Mo.  
October 10th 1875.  

R. S. Stevens, Esq.  

Dear Sir:--

I should have said this evening. Inasmuch, as I have made a beginning on the M. K. & T., I prefer to go ahead on almost any terms, rather than drop it.

I do not understand you propose dropping it; but think best to leave the conditions with you.

Jobson came to me because he felt weak. If contract is confirmed by you he may have no more use for me.

My first desire is, after road get supply; to get coal for a large market.

Truly Yours,  
C. O. Godfrey  

1FROM:  Book of letters to R.S.S., July 1875 to April 1876.